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From the President’s Desk

E

Everyone wants a safe and secure workplace and things are no different for those of us who
work in the custom harvesting
industry.
Safety
and Samborski,
security can
mean
many things, and we
Article
written
by: Terry
Write
it Right
have incorporated a few topics relating to safety and security in this issue of our magazine.
New changes related to training for Class 1 drivers have recently been implemented by
both Saskatchewan and Alberta governments. The article on page 6 describes the changes
and how it will affect our industry. While safety is of utmost importance, the new changes
may pose some issues.
A healthy workplace is one that promotes both the physical and mental well-being of its
employees. In the first of a three-part series entitled “The Foundations of Mental Health”,
Bridges Health guides us through some interesting information on mental wellness in
general and how to promote mental wellness in your workplace.

We are pleased to feature Pattison Agriculture in this issue’s Dealer Profile. This company,
though fairly new as it was established only in 2017, is actually a merger of many wellestablished companies with years of experience and a wealth of talent. I’m sure you will find
this an interesting read.
As always, in each issue, we like to feature one of our own… a harvester profile. In this
issue, we are pleased to feature a name that is known to almost everyone in our industry.
Lee Petersen is a former President of ACCHI and has been involved with the organization
since he was a child. The story of he and his wife Dana is one I’m sure you will all enjoy.
As we all prepare for the upcoming harvesting season, I wish you all the best of luck.
I leave you with a wise old saying: “Every season has an end for a harvest to begin. Embrace
the process!”

From the ACCHI Office
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I can hear the water running from the snow melting out of my office window, so the
weather must be warming up. There is still a lot of snow to melt; it is perfect weather to
build a snowman – anyone? I am in a real mess in the house trying to paint some walls and
purge, purge, purge… easier said than done. I am looking forward to spring arriving and
planting the crop.

Changes have taken place for those of us who head south of the line to harvest. Camper
inspections are to be done by the Health Regions in Saskatchewan now and I believe that is
the same for the other provinces. Also, we are still struggling to find an insurance company
to carry us through for Workers’ Comp policies in some states.
I have booked a hotel for our convention - Courtyard by Marriott Calgary Airport. To book
your rooms and get in on the discounted rate, call 403-238-1000 or visit www.marriott.com
Be sure to mention that you are booking with the Association of Canadian Custom
Harvesters for December 4 – 6. The room rate is $129.00 for a standard king room.
If you have a topic that you would like to have covered at the Convention, please let me
know and I will work at finding speakers that can provide us with information.
This issue has reviews of the ACCHI and USCHI conventions - the Canadian one held in
Saskatoon and the U.S. one held in Texas. Also included in this issue is some great
information on other issues that our industry is dealing with.
I want to thank each and every one of you who came to our annual convention and meeting
in Saskatoon in December 2018. I also want to thank the volunteers who help me run the
convention. Without your help, things would not run so smoothly and the convention would
not be a success. It is you, our members, as well as our wonderful sponsors that keep our
association as viable as it is. We always welcome inquiries from potential members and look
forward to growing our membership.
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ACCHI Annual Convention
and Business Meeting
Article written by: Lynn Prevost

2018 Scholarship Winners
Article written by: Jenny Bashutski

Left: Janelle Mayerle - Recipient of the
Debbie Hepworth Memorial Scholarship
Right: Tyson Petersen - Recipient of the
Cliff Petersen Memorial Scholarship

At the annual convention last December, two scholarships were awarded to two recipients
for the 2018 year. Janelle Mayerle was awarded the Debbie Hepworth Memorial
Scholarship. Tyson Petersen was awarded the Cliff Petersen Memorial Scholarship.
Two scholarships in the amount of $1500 each are available to family members of ACCHI
members. Applications can be sent in any time. Please email the completed application to
bashutskiharvesting@live.com The deadline this year is October 31, 2019.
Applications are available online at acchi.com on the Scholarship page. Scroll to the bottom
of the page and click to download the Scholarship Form.
Winners will be announced at the ACCHI Annual Convention in December. Winners must
be in attendance or have someone in attendance to accept.

The ACCHI Annual Convention was held in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan from
December 5 - 8, 2018.
The first day began with registration and the first evening was a good time for everyone
to reconnect with members, both existing and new, and sponsors. This is always a great
night to catch up on what has happened during the year.
The following day we enjoyed a hot breakfast at the host hotel and then loaded a bus to
head over to the CNH Training Centre for Trade Show Day. All of our sponsors had set
up with equipment and products to present to the membership. We had sessions with
each sponsor so that they could promote new product to all in attendance. Each and
every sponsor has a unique offering to all of our members. We also had a presentation by
Wade Sorochan on the effects social media can have on mental health, which was very
informative. As well, the ladies enjoyed learning how to make soap and a gnome. After
dinner, we had a comedian fill our bellies with many laughs.
The following day we had some sessions on Mental Health in the Ag Industry and Farm
Succession. In the afternoon we held our business meeting. At this meeting, we went
over events and issues of the past year and discussed what we require as an association
going forward. We thank all members who attend these meetings, as it is together that
we get things accomplished. Having different ideas brought to the table helps us to keep
moving forward.
After the business meeting we went into our final evening, which began with the
presentation of scholarships to some well deserving individuals. Remember that if you did
not receive an award this year but are still attending college or university, there is always
the coming year to apply.
We finished the evening with fellowship and our annual auction, which brought many
great items to bid on and many new people bidding. We are thankful for the group from
Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers who provide us with some amazing auctioneers who keep
things fun.
The next Convention and Annual Meeting will be held in Calgary, Alberta in December
2019. The host hotel will be the Courtyard by Marriott Calgary Airport. Hotel rooms can
be booked now to get in on the group rate of $129 per night. Call the hotel at
1-877-515-4094 and be sure to let them know that the event is the ACCHI Convention.

Congrats to Mike, Brittany & Wyatt VanDriesten

THOSE WHO SOW IN TEARS
WILL REAP WITH
SONGS OF JOY.
Psalm 126:5

USCHI Convention
Article written by: Brittany Van Driesten, Photos by 3-Deerphotos
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The USCHI held their annual convention January 30 - February 2 in Amarillo,
Texas. ACCHI members Mike & Brittany Van Driesten and Mark & Yvonne
Thibeault were in attendance.
Mike and I attended the H2A Meeting Day. There was good attendance and concerns
about shortage of good qualified workers and issues surrounding Workers Compensation
that were brought up.
The trade show had many booths; this part of the convention seems to get bigger every
year. Mike attended combine clinics, while Brittany attended the ladies event which
featured speaker Katie Dilse, an oil painting event one day and a wine tasting the next
(where there was a lot of laughter had and delicious appies and wine!)
New exhibitors included the new Fendt IDEAL combine was at the tradeshow, as well as
the Elmer Manufacturing grain cart. We also attended meetings about trading equipment,
mental health and social media.
The USCHI had a change in executive. JC Schemper is now president and Glen Jantzen is
now vice president. ACCHI donated a ACCHI Convention registration and hotel room
stay to the USCHI Auction. This was won by Mark Anderson. We look forward to seeing
them at our convention later this year.
Mike and I enjoy heading to the USCHI Convention every year. It’s a great time to catch
up with harvest friends and to meet new harvesters.
We look forward to the 2020 Convention, which will be held in Hot Springs, Arkansas.
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Providing Class 1A Training
and Motorcycle Training
Saskatoon
Regina

306.931.7638

306.545.9904

www.MaximumTraining.ca

GRANDSLAM SEED SAVER
Put money in your pocket, don’t leave it in the field!

MANDATORY DRIVER TRAINING
What It Means for Custom Harvesters
Article written by: Terry Samborski, Write it Right, Photos by: Van Driesten Harvesting Ltd. & Thacker Harvesting Ltd.

Both Saskatchewan and Alberta have recently implemented
mandatory driver training for Class 1 drivers.
Drivers seeking a Class 1 licence in Saskatchewan will be
required to undergo a minimum of 121.5 hours of training.
This includes in-classroom, in-yard and behind the wheel
training and focuses on basic driving techniques, professional
driving habits, vehicle inspections and air brakes.
Training requirements in Alberta are similar. Those eligible
will be required to take Mandatory Entry-Level Training
(MELT) which includes 40.5 hours of standardized classroom
session, 15.5 hours of in yard instruction and 57 hours of incab training for a total of 113 hours. In addition, 6.5 hours of
training and testing for air brakes will also be required.
These changes, which were implemented in the wake of the
Humboldt Broncos bus crash, were done with safety in mind, but
the changes are extensive and, in the short term, will impact any
business that hires Class 1 drivers, including custom harvesters.
The good news is that existing Class 1 drivers will be
grandfathered in both provinces. This means that your existing
workforce is exempt from the training.
While most businesses understand the reason behind these
changes and support moves that will make our roads safer, these
particular changes are extensive and costly, and could put further
strain on an industry that is already in short supply of Class 1
drivers. It is estimated that this training could cost anywhere
between $10,000 and $12,000.
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“This training will take time and money” says Shawn Thacker,
President of the Association of Canadian Custom Harvesters.
“For any custom harvester who needs to hire Class 1 drivers this
year, it won’t be possible unless the drivers already have their
licence.”
Previously, businesses such as Shawn’s could do their own
training. Under the new rules, new drivers must now take the
government-mandated training program at licenced driving
schools. In both provinces, these are still offered by private
companies, but only those that offer the government-approved
curriculum. Class 1 road tests will continue to be done by
government-approved road test examiners. In the past certain
accredited training schools were allowed to test students, but this
is no longer the case.
In Saskatchewan, drivers who drive trucks exclusively for farming
operations will be exempt from the training. Instead, they will
need to successfully obtain an “F” endorsement on their existing
driver’s licence to indicate that they drive for farming purposes
only. This does not exempt drivers for most custom harvesting
businesses however, as driving with this endorsement is limited to
those who operate only within Saskatchewan’s borders.
Recruitment has long been an issue for custom harvester
businesses. These new rules will only exacerbate the problem.
Again, custom harvesters recognize the need for changes in wake
of the horrific crash on April 6, 2018. We all want safe roads. Our
livelihoods count on it. We worry, however, how these changes
will impact our industry and our future.

For All Your Custom Silage & Bagging Needs
creeksideharvesting.com

WWW.GRANDSLAMINNOVATION.COM

Customer Service That Leads the Way
Article written by: Terry Samborski, Write it Right
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Pattison Agriculture was formed in 2017
through the merger of several
Saskatchewan/Manitoba-based John
Deere dealerships, selling and servicing
new and used John Deere agricultural
equipment. Their owner, Canadian
business magnate Jim Pattison, is 90
years old, yet he still has the reputation
of being hands-on with his various
business ventures. He is known to hop in
a truck in the summertime and drive
from location to location just to see how
things are going. Jim is one of the best
examples of a Canadian going from “rags
to riches” and his company’s exemplary
customer service stems from his
philosophy.

Pattison Agriculture has 17 locations in
Saskatchewan and two in Manitoba. These
dealerships are comprised of over 500
dedicated employees. Their new fleet
includes the best John Deere has to offer
and the latest technology. Their Pre-owned
division has introduced a 3-tiered system –
Pre-owned Guarantee, Pre-owned

Protected and Pre-owned Wholesale. At
each of these levels, inspections are
undertaken to ensure that your Pre-owned
piece of equipment is in great condition,
backed with different warranty packages
available.
The company also services and sells other
harvest-related products: MacDon,
Honeybee & Shelbourne Heads, Brent and
Brandt Grain Carts, Header Trailers and 84
other short line products.
Pattison Agriculture strives to give its
customers the best service available, and
they do that by focusing on a long-term
relationship with everyone who walks in
their doors. “We want to provide a
complete equipment solution experience
for our customers” says Kirk Frankish, Preowned Regional Manager (West). “Our team
is factory-trained and has a demonstrated
knowledge of the industry. Their expertise is
our way of keeping customers coming
our way.”

For custom harvesters, especially those
who venture south each year, Pattison
Agriculture offers peace of mind should
your equipment be in need of repair or
replacement. “We are associated with a
warranty group out of the United States.
Wherever you are, Pattison Agriculture will
take care of your needs.” says Kirk. “Our
job is to get you up and running again.”
Kirk understands the complications that can
arise from being on the road and having
equipment break down. He was once a
custom harvester himself. “I understand
their pain. I custom harvested in Arizona,
California and Kansas for about five years.”
This well-established company has a solid
base and is industry-leading in many ways.
They have factory-trained staff with
demonstrated knowledge and expertise.
Kirk concludes “We are dedicated to
continual growth and support of our
customers and communities in which
they live.”

Built by Farmers, For Farmers

We use the strongest steel in Canada
We have the best warranty in North America
We build performance extended wear combine parts
We manufacture concaves for John Deere and
Case IH Rotaries
Our innovative parts design uses a stronger steel than any other
Canadian manufacturer for hard thresh crops. We also
manufacture advanced threshing elements (rub bars) with more
surface area for an improved thresh and building front beater
accelerators - built strong enough to break rocks on impact.
Our extended wear concaves have a smooth, continuous bar,
customizable wire spacings and more height above the bars for an
improved thresh. A unique armour plate grade of steel makes our
concaves the strongest on the market.
CONTACT US
Box 222 Craik, SK S0G 0V0
Rick (306) 734-7721
Russ (306) 260-2833
russell@wildfongenterprises.com
www.wildfongenterprises.com
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www.pattisonag.com

www.preowned.pattisonag.com

LEE & DANA PETERSEN
In It For the Long Run

Mike Janostin OWNER/BROKER
Shelly Pobran-Janostin REALTOR

Article written by: Terry Samborski, Write it Right

Mike and Shelly
serve farmers across
Saskatchewan.
Call today!
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306-481-5574
greatplainsrealty.ca
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Proud to sell
Saskatchewan’s finest farms.

Lee’s dad turned his focus to farming after a few years and built up the family farm
to what it is today – a mixed farming operation consisting of farmland, a cow/calf
operation and some custom harvesting. Throughout the 1990’s, Lee and his dad
limited custom harvesting to Saskatchewan and Alberta.

Lee Petersen has been a part of ACCHI
since its inception. He would have been
about 10 or 11 years old when he
attended his first convention (yes, he was
one of those kids with the huge smiles on
their faces, enjoying the camaraderie of
others and gawking at the cool stuff in the
live auction) and he can’t ever remember
a time when custom harvesting wasn’t a
part of his life. His father Lloyd, along with
his Uncle Cliff, began custom harvesting in
1968, long before Lee was born. And as
soon as Lee was old enough, he became
part of the team.

Lee and Dana got to know each other while Dana was doing her teaching
internship at Canora, SK and Lee just “happened” to be custom harvesting in the
Canora area. They were married in June 1998 and the opportunity came up to
head to the U.S. to “harvest” and so they headed off on the harvest run for their
honeymoon. They currently reside on the Petersen family farm near Hodgeville
Saskatchewan.
Their first U.S. run was to Goodland, Kansas and to this day, they still combine for
this original customer. For many years, they travelled to Kansas, Colorado,
Montana and North and South Dakota. They’ve made many friends along the way,
developing close ties with customers and people in the areas they visit. They’ve
also made great friendships with the many employees they have hired over the
years.
What Lee and Dana like most about working in this business is their ability to work
together as a team, with each other, and with their three children – Tyson, Tilynn
and Rhett. Once the children were in school, they remained in Saskatchewan with
Dana to the end of June, but as soon as school was done, they would travel across
the border and meet up with dad and the crew, wherever that would be. Each
year, the Petersen family enjoys the travelling custom harvesting brings and the
beautiful scenery they get to enjoy.
Along with the great things that come with custom harvesting, the occupation
certainly has its challenges as well. Lee and Dana primarily harvest wheat and the
U.S. winter wheat harvest isn’t seeded as much anymore. The fact that U.S.
farmers are now planting other crops and using their own harvesting equipment is
a huge challenge for their operation.
Other challenges include the steady increase in cost of machinery and the difficulty
surrounding labour. Lee worries that the latest challenge in finding workers is the
new driver training laws. These changes are much more stringent, time-consuming
and costly, which will make it extremely difficult to find young employees with
Class 1 licences.

wheat and corn acres in the United States
for the 2020 season and beyond.
Any kind of arrangements considered
including an annual finders fee.
CALL RICK 306-734-7721
Lee also served on the ACCHI Executive, as Vice-President from 2011-2014 and
President from 2014-2015. He feels privileged to have served in these capacities
and is thankful to have had the opportunity to work with a great group of people
with like-minded triumphs and challenges. He was proud to follow in the footsteps
of his Uncle Cliff, who was President from 1995-1997.
Anyone who has ever been to an ACCHI conference understands the “Petersen”
presence. For years, the elder generation was at the forefront, taking on the
Presidency and sharing their early knowledge of the industry with others. Lee’s
mother Marilyn, who sadly passed away in 2017, almost always attended the
conferences and was very supportive. Today, Lee can often be seen chatting it up
with other custom harvesters about this great career and Dana and the children
are often quite involved in setting up the large array of auction items. At this past
conference, their oldest son, Tyson, who is attending Lakeland College received
one of the ACCHI scholarships.
This family is in this business for the long run – literally – and are prime examples of
the dedicated people we continually see among custom harvesting families.

In the long run, however, custom harvesting has been a huge part of Lee and
Dana’s life and continues to be a great way to live. They also value the great
relationship they have with ACCHI.
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“ACCHI has long been a part of my life. As a kid, I loved the fun aspects of
belonging to this organization, but as an adult, I have recognized how instrumental
ACCHI has been on various issues. They have facilitated discussion and helped us
find solutions related to work permits, work visa issues and the complexities of
border crossing.”
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PROMOTING MENTAL WELLNESS
IN THE WORKPLACE

A

(Part 1 in a 3-part “Foundations of Mental Wellness” series presented by Bridges Health)
Article written by: Terry Samborski, Write it Right

All lines of work have their sources of stress. For custom harvesters, this could
include long hours, being away from the family for a long period of time, or
unplanned weather that disrupts work or presents a dangerous situation. While each
of these things can cause one to stress over time, there are some coping strategies
that can be implemented to master, tolerate and minimize stressful events. One
way is to practice focusing on the positive aspects of the job rather than the negative.
In order to manage stress, one must first identify what the stressor is. Once
identified, it is important to develop healthy responses to the stress and establish
boundaries on what can and cannot be accepted. It is also important to take the time
to refuel yourself and seek support from friends, family and/or professionals when
needed.

Mental illness affects people of all ages,
education and income levels, and cultures.
It is much more common than people think.
One in five Canadians will experience a
mental health problem or illness in their
lifetime, and suicide is one of the leading
causes of death in both men and women
from adolescence to middle age.
Being healthy is more than not being
physically ill. The World Health
Organization (WHO) states that health is
“a state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity.”
So what is psychological health and how
does one achieve it? According to WHO, it
is a state of well-being in which an
individual realizes his or her own abilities,
can cope with the normal stresses of life,
can work productively, and is able to make
a contribution to his or her community. It is
the capacity of each and all of us to feel,
think and act in ways that enhance our
ability to enjoy life and deal with the
challenges we face. In order to achieve
optimal psychological health, it is
important to find the right mix of coping
strategies, to manage stress (both at work
and at home) and to develop resilience.
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Resilience is all about recovering from, or adjusting to any misfortune or change that
causes us stress. The following mind-sets can help you to achieve resilience:
•Enhanced realistic optimism
•Flexibility
•Positive approach to change
•A can-do attitude
•Creativity
People will feel psychologically safe in their workplace if the operation promotes
psychological wellbeing, allowing no harm to its employees by being negligent or
reckless. Over time, such companies will be better able to recruit and retain talent,
improve employee engagement, enhance productivity and increase creativity and
innovation. Psychological health and safety can be achieved by promoting it as part of
the way working conditions and management practices are structured. It should be
embedded in the way people interact on a daily basis.
Stress and burnout in the workplace is common. When an employee is stressed, part
of the worry is the uncertainty of how the workplace will handle the situation once it
is disclosed. It is important for workplaces to remove judgement. There needs to be
a sense of confidence that the team will not embarrass, reject or punish someone for
speaking up.
The Do More Ag Foundation is a not-for-profit organization focusing on mental
health in agriculture across Canada. Its website www.domore.ag promotes a culture
in agriculture where all producers are encouraged, empowered and supported to
take care of their mental well-being. Here is an excerpt from its site:
Agriculture is an industry with a foundation of deep rural roots, hard work, resilience,
strength and community. In order to uphold that image, those traits can also be the
industry’s weakness as they become barriers for speaking up and seeking help. Producers
are among the most vulnerable when it comes to mental health issues. Stress, anxiety,
depression, emotional exhaustion and burnout are all high among producers. By
collaborating with the entire industry and those working to address the state of mental
health in Agriculture, we can and will make a substantial impact.
For more information on how to promote mental wellness in your workplace, check
out the Do More Ag website, or contact Bridges Health by email at
info@bridgeshealth.com , telephone 1- 866-202-3472 or check out their website at
www.bridgeshealth.com

